ABSTRACT
Web technologies have played a significant role in supporting global sharing of Internet resources and thereby improving communications. Grids hold the promise to provide global interoperability and interconnectivity at a level considered impossible a few decades ago. In practice, there is not much difference between the existing Grid and Web infrastructures; in fact, a Grid infrastructure could be built by making few modifications to a Web infrastructure. The implementation of Web-based Grids or a partially-Gridified Web is one of the potential solutions to Grid infrastructure problems. This can be done by sharing Grid services across the Grid infrastructure using the underlying Web services as vehicles or transporters of these services. In this study we argue that Grids should be developed using the underlying Web infrastructure and Grid services could be integrated with Web services using inheritance techniques to produce Grid-supported Web services. Furthermore, this approach seems to deal effectively with the problems of resource discovery in such partially-Gridified Web environments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Web technologies have played a significant role in supporting global sharing of internet resources and thereby improving communications. Grids are expected to power up the next generation of Web and hold the promise to provide global interconnectivity and interoperability regardless of the geographical and heterogeneity constraints and at such an advanced and ubiquitous level that was considered impossible a few decades ago. Grids enable the sharing, selection and aggregation of geographically distributed ‘autonomous’ resources dynamically at run time depending on their availability, capability, performance, cost, policies or rules which govern them and the users’ quality-of-service requirements and reliability. Grids are composed of a global network infrastructure that contains several other networks (local or wide area) and exhibits extensively high synergy among all its units (humans, networks, programs, processes and services, etc). Cross-communication among the various types of units is needed on a large scale in order to enhance the capabilities and capacities of Grids. Such units or resources are capable of sending and receiving requests/commands and act as independent communicators. This can be made possible by specialized services that are available on the Grids (Grid services).

The trend to use Web-services as wrappers or transporters of Grid services is today becoming more and more popular. Since Grids can be viewed as the next generation of Web, Grid infrastructure could be built by making minor modifications to the Web infrastructure. The implementation of Web-based Grids or partially-Gridified Web is one of the potential solutions to Grid infrastructure problems, which would facilitate the formation of virtual organizations globally. These virtual organizations would be Grid-like structures over the Web.

Grid services provide a means for discovering other Grid resources; the term used for this operation is Resource Discovery. The Grid community has not yet been able to fully resolve the issue of Resource Discovery due to various technical constraints and geographical limitations. Grid services can be shared across the Grid infrastructure by using the underlying Web services as vehicles or transporters. Integration of Grid services into Web services can provide an efficient way to pass requests and responses to resource discovery queries, which is a key issue to be addressed. There are two potential ways to address this issue: (a) by using Encapsulation techniques and (b) by using Inheritance techniques for services integration. The former encapsulates or wraps Grid services into Web services as specialized functions and the latter inherits or extends Grid services from Web services to support service integration.

There is a well recognized need for both the Grid and Web communities to work in close collaboration and find out a Web-based solution to Grid resource discovery problems. This paper discusses the main issues and examines potential solutions. Section 1 offers an introduction to the problem, the second section discusses Grids as the next generation of Web. Section 3 defines Grid services, Web services and their integration. Grid resource discovery issues and methods are reviewed in Section 4. Section 5 argues that a potential solution to Grid resource discovery lies in the integration of Grid services with Web services by using the Grid-based Web service approach or the Web-based Grid service approach, depending on the respective viewpoint. A review of related work towards achieving this goal is included, and the two
approaches are examined and suggestions are made as to the suitability of these approaches if implemented in their respective environments by employing encapsulation or inheritance. Conclusions are drawn in the Section 6.

2. GRIDS - THE NEXT GENERATION OF THE WEB

Grids are Multi-Peer to Multi-Peer network architectures [1] on which all the components (resources, protocols, interfaces, services, network layers, etc.) are integrated with each other in a controlled and consistent manner so as to support the functionality of the Grid. The primary purpose of Grids is to globally share resources across various organizational domains regardless of the geographical dispersion. The Grid infrastructure, being distributed in nature, allows for high variability in user and resource participation. It deploys a decentralized computing environment, which is compatible or interoperable with all sorts of network architectures. Grids aim to provide abstraction - at both the user and resource level - that is transparent to the user and relies on a standard-based service infrastructure to share computers, storage space, sensors, software applications and data, etc. across organizational boundaries. The Web can be considered as an "information Grid" and the Grid an “extended Web” that goes beyond information sharing to allow users to share computer resources [9]. In fact, the Web infrastructure is quite similar to the Grid infrastructure in a way that it aims at interconnecting hardware, software and users for sharing via some transmission media and provides abstraction and transparency at the user level with limited functionality or accessibility options. Whereas, in addition to the services provided by the Web, Grids are expected to possess extra capabilities and features, such as:

a. Automatic online upgrading of resources at runtime - (Self-Management)

b. Automatic online configuration of settings - (Self-Configuration)

c. Automatic online scheduling - (Self-Motivation)

d. Automatic dynamic expansion (addition of new nodes) - (Self-Developed Growth)

e. Automatic online repairing and elimination of distortion among resources or nodes - (Self-maintenance)

f. Intelligent synthesis of knowledge and creation of security models for Grids dynamically

g. Intelligent security system that dynamically generates automatic alerts throughout the Grid

h. Automatic tracking of resources - (Resource Discovery)

i. Automatic intelligent distributed resource management - (Self-Integration)

j. Automatic resolution of semantic compatibility issues

Moreover, the types of resources available on a Grid are generally more powerful, more diverse, and better connected than the typical Web resource. The service type resources over the Grids are generally more complex, since they have to support dynamic environments and communities. The maturity state of Web framework convinces implementation of Grid infrastructure over the Web infrastructure instead of implementing a totally new Grid infrastructure that has a number of issues. By providing specialized services onto the Web and making them extensible with additional features such as the global provision of computational power, storage space and inter-group collaboration across various geographically dispersed domains would enable the building of Grid infrastructure over existing Web infrastructure, thereby making it a "partially Gridified Web" (see Figure 1). It would possess all the features and functionalities of a Web with some additional and enhanced functionalities to make it “Grid-enabled”.

A Web-based Grid infrastructure would transform the basic elements, such as Extensible Markup Language (XML), Web Service Definition Language (WSDL), Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI), and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) Web services, etc., into extensible carriers of specialized (Grid) services that would be dedicated to dealing with requests for specialized tasks on the Grids.

A partially-Gridified Web has an infrastructure network that is based on the Web but has a number of small networks or Grid infrastructures built on it. It would provide a platform for carrying out distributed execution and remote processing of any dataset through intensive computation, for storing peta-bytes of massive data and for supporting group-wise collaborative analysis. Users of the partially-Gridified Web resources can be human users, such as computer operators, system administrators, programmers, scientists, or some automated processes or computer programs that send commands/requests to use or discover a Grid resource.
3. GRID SERVICES & WEB SERVICES

3.1 Grid Services as Grid Resources

A resource can be any real or conceptual object that is needed to be accessed by other entities, such as human users of the system or programmes that generate requests for accessing particular resources. The two major categories of Grid resources are physical resources (storage, computational, network and peripheral) and logical (data, knowledge and application) resources. Grid services are a logical type of Grid resources [1] and all the other Grid resources are accessed by using the service type Grid resource. Services can be defined as lines of code that are packaged into a component to perform a dedicated functionality. In terms of their function, services implemented in a network infrastructure can resemble thread-like neuron structures or impulses in a human body. Thus, the output of one service could serve as input to another service. For example, a service can provide a form of data manipulation (storage or retrieval) by using a storage resource, by using extra computational power for calculations via computational resources, by providing solutions to complex problems, or by accessing and using a hardware device, such as a printer, etc. The many social and scientific disciplines, which involve manipulation of massive datasets and need intensive computational power, have the tendency to become Gridified. We can have dedicated Grids possessing specialized functionalities and offering customized services, such as astronomy [11], earthquake simulation [10], and Biomedicine [15], etc. Each of these might have the same management-level services but have different operational-level services. On a Grid infrastructure multiple services are dispersed or scattered across different regions. Their disparate geographical locations, heterogeneous platforms and diverse dynamic statuses make these services rather specialized in nature, and while offering much desired versatility, they are difficult to locate, access and manage. Most importantly, Grid services have changed the vision of Grids from resource-centric to service-centric, and brought forward the widespread adoption of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) for the implementation of Grid infrastructure.

3.2 Web Services as Communicators

In the new age of technology, Web services are considered as the most efficient and reliable communicators of messages from one place to another regardless of geographical or technological heterogeneity. The emerging Web services provide a framework for an application-to-application interaction that grants access to business-to-business, e-science, and e-government services over the Internet. These services will allow a more extensive use of the Web’s functionality by supporting automated processes involving machine-to-machine cooperation and interaction [9]. Thus web services are considered as one of the potential solutions for the practical implementation of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) in Grid infrastructure. Web services enable interoperability via a set of open standards to provide information about the data in a document to users on various platforms. Web services are built on service-oriented architecture, internet/intranet technologies, and other technologies like information security tools etc. Moreover, Web services support Web-based access, easy integration, and service reusability. With Web service architecture, everything is a service, encapsulating behavior and making it accessible through an interface that can be invoked for use by other services on the network [13]. Since Web technology concepts are independent of any programming language, operating systems platforms or systems software, they can be easily integrated with other technologies and infrastructures to facilitate intra-technology integration at an advanced level. The traditional Grid applications, with their heavy science focus, typically rely on hosting environments provided by native operating system processes. Grid semantics also usually come from the operating system rather than from external services. Web services, however, can be employed in relatively sophisticated component-based hosting environments, such as Sun’s J2EE [8]. Moreover, Web services can communicate with other Web services regardless of their implementation method in order to make them interoperable. Therefore, Web services technologies and components such as XML, WSDL, UDDI or SOAP could be integrated with specialized Grid services or Grid functions to provide enhanced extensible functionality over a partially-Gridified Web.

3.3 Integration of Grid & Web Services

Each of the Grid and Web services are specialized so as to provide sophisticated functionalities in their own domains. Web services can not be directly implemented on Grid architecture due to constraints such as their stateless nature and persistency; whereas the Grid services should always have a state and are transient in nature. Therefore, the integration of Grid services with Web services is necessary in order to support a fully- or partially-Gridified Web. The two types of services have to be glued together using some specialized object-oriented techniques. OGSA defines the Grid service concept, based on principles and technologies from both the Grid computing and Web services communities [9]. Moreover, OGSA not only defines the semantics for a Grid service, but also defines standard mechanisms for creating, naming, and discovering transient Grid service instances. It also provides location transparency and multiple protocol bindings for service instances and supports integration with underlying native platform facilities [12]. Nowadays Grid services are no longer considered separate from the Web services. In fact, according to the OGSI version 1.0 specification [16], a Grid service is considered to be a Web service that conforms to a set of conventions (interfaces and behaviours) which define how a client interacts with a Grid service for such purposes as service lifetime management, inspection, and notification of service state changes [14]. These conventions, and other OGSI mechanisms associated with Grid service creation and discovery, provide for the controlled, fault-resilient, and secure management of the distributed and often long-lived state that is commonly required in advanced distributed applications. Recently there has been a drift from OGSI to Web-Service Resource Framework (WSRF) due to potential performance advantage reasons. WSRF is concerned primarily with the creation, addressing, inspection, and lifetime management of state-enabled resources. It codifies the relationship between Web services and state-enabled resources in terms of the implied resource pattern, which is a set of conventions on Web services technologies. A state-enabled resource that participates in the implied resource pattern is termed a WS-resource. The framework describes the WS-resource definition and association with the description of a Web service interface and describes how to make the properties of a WS-resource accessible through a Web service interface and to manage a WS-resource’s lifetime. Based on industry feedback, the revised and updated WSRF specifications are submitted to two new OASIS technical committees, the WS-Resource Framework (WSRF) TC and the WS-Notification (WSN) TC.
All these endeavours are a step forward for the integration of Grid services into Web services.

In this paper, we discuss the two different approaches for integrating Grid and Web services. The first approach suggests that we can build Grid-based Web services, that is, Web services containing special Grid services’ interfaces or behaviors (inherited or encapsulated) to make them operable on the Grids. According to the second approach, we can build Web-based Grid services, that is, individual Grid services containing the features & functionalities of the Web services, inherited or extended from the Web services class. Either of these integration approaches could be a good candidate for a viable solution to the Grid resource discovery problem according to their respective implementation environments.

4. GRID RESOURCE DISCOVERY PROBLEMS & METHODS

Grid services provide a means for discovering other Grid resources. The Grid community has not yet been able to fully resolve the issue of Resource Discovery due to various technical constraints and geographical limitations such as autonomous, heterogeneous resources, dynamic nature and status of resources, geographical dispersion of resources, large number of users and large distributed networks, different operating systems/platforms, different administrative domains, lack of portability, availability status of resources and different technology policies. It is not easy to track or locate the right resource in a vast interconnected environment. The mechanism of resource discovery can be viewed through different lenses in various domains; it is a multi-disciplinary task and is one of the most important issues to be dealt with in the future Grid technology. For the successful deployment of a Grid infrastructure, it is essential to access and make maximum use of the resources that are available on the Grid and this is possible only if the resources can be tracked effectively and efficiently. Techniques adopted for resource discovery should be both location and platform independent. When a request is placed for some particular resource, the entire network is first searched to track or locate a suitable resource, and then the resource is matched against the request query and selected (if a sufficient match is established). Upon selection, its availability status is checked and, if available, the desired task is performed. Resource discovery on Grids is quite similar to the discovery of resources on the Web, since in both cases the user is transparent of the specific resource location. This difficulty in tracking down the right resource in a vast interconnectivity environment raises the issue of Resource Discovery, i.e. the process of gaining access to resources for successful completion of the job at hand. For this purpose, a consistent and controlled relationship among the various resources defined on a Grid is needed. As the cost and time taken to complete a job vary tremendously, it is useful to monitor the job consumption rate. Successful allocation, aggregation, management, selection and utilization of autonomous, versatile and distributed resources operating under different authentication policies are issues not resolved yet.

There are many different methods that have been used to address the issue of resource discovery and many approaches have been taken [1], yet a complete solution is not yet available. However, since Web services can be used to discover resources on the Grids, one way of achieving successful resource discovery is by integrating the Grid services with Web services or gluing them together under the semi-distributed model and using the hybrid approach [24] for resource discovery [24].

5. GRID RESOURCE DISCOVERY USING SERVICE INTEGRATION APPROACHES

The integration of Grid services into Web services might provide a viable solution to the issue of resource discovery. This integration is necessary since Web services cannot directly be used as Grid services due to intrinsic limitations of Web services such as statelessness, etc.; whereas a Grid service must have a state since it is prone to dynamic changes and has more complex functionality than an ordinary Web service. The Grid services could be glued to the Web services for discovering various Grid resources using specialized object-oriented techniques and this can be done using two approaches: either Grid-based Web services or Web-based Grid services, by using encapsulation or/and inheritance techniques and making the new specialized (or “mutant”) services available on a partially-Gridified Web. The first approach exploits the inheritance of Grid services into Web services and the second one the inheritance of Web services into Grid services.

Each of these two approaches is suitable for different environments. The first approach is best suited for Web (existing Internet) development/extension with some Grid functionality and the latter is best suited for the development of individual Grids designed to have some sort of Web functionalities. On a partially-Gridified Web (Figure 1), all parts of the Web are not Grid-enabled; rather a small part is operable under Grids, whereas the remaining part is ordinary Web (no Grid functionality). This is one of the reasons as to why this approach is needed.

In order to discover Grid resources, they have to be tracked through some communication means. Web services could play the role of these communication mediums (Section 3.2), via which we can keep track of all the resources available on Grids and facilitate application-to-application interaction. To achieve resource discovery on Grids we have to follow the second, Web-based Grid services approach to define, access, and manage the various Grid resources.

However, studying both integration approaches is essential for the future implementation of a partially-Gridified web on a global scale. Therefore, this marriage of Grid services with Web services is an essential step towards an efficient resource discovery on a partially-Gridified web.

5.1 Grid-Based Web Services

In this approach, the Grid services are inherited (encapsulated or functioned) into the same existing Web service class, instead of having a separate Grid service class (Figure 2). Following this technique would generate Grid-based Web services. The code can be converted into services by specifying each of the interfaces in XML and providing a Web service wrapper [4]. In this way, the Grid services can be embedded into the Web services as dedicated functions in an XML document or we can have specific tags for Grid services. The product would be specialized Grid-based Web services that are dedicated to operate on both the standalone Grid environments as well as on a partially-Gridified Web. [18] presents Web service-based architecture for building specialized Web services and portal clients for Grid applications. The main idea is to wrap Grid application scripts and workflows under a Grid Web service that provides the ability to run instances of the
workflow or script. In many cases, these specialized application services have implementations that are dynamically generated from a simple XML specification by a persistent factory service. Each dynamically generated object (application service or executing application instance) is associated with a resource which is stored for the user. For application execution instances, the resource stores everything needed to recreate the execution including records of execution events and links to the output files.

[19] presents a hybrid composition of Web services and Grid services in order to develop a compositional framework, which brings together Grid services, Web services and Semantic Web technology within a BPEL4WS platform [20]. It is aimed at enhancing BPEL4WS by allowing for the hybrid composition of Web services and Grid services, and by incorporating dynamic binding through agent mediation.

Figure 2. Grid-Based Web Service

[2] uses a Web-based approach and presents a fully decentralized Grid system with graceful scalability named Construction Platform for Specific Computing Grid (CPSCG). CPSCG provides tools to wrap shared computational resources and to export them as web/grid services. Finally, [3] describes how Web services could be developed for Grid applications and used to wrap Grid services. Both of these studies suggest the encapsulation technique for Web-Grid integration.

5.2 Web-Based Grid Services

In this approach, the Web services are inherited (encapsulated or functioned) into the same existing Grid services class (Figure 3). The Grid services can be used to extend the basic Web services by defining a two-layer naming scheme that will enable support for the conventional distributed system transparencies, by requiring a minimum set of functions and data elements that support discovery, and by introducing explicit service creation and lifetime management [5]. Moreover, the Web-based Grid services extend and enhance the capabilities of Web services by providing common and powerful mechanisms that service consumers can rely upon across all services, instead of the service-specific, often ad-hoc approaches typically employed in standard Web services. [21] proposes the creation of state-enabled resources from conventional HTML Web sites, and the application of hierarchical cluster and wrapper techniques to extract and translate Web resources. It supports service identification and packaging and archives Web site evolution into Grid services environment by exploiting WRSF. It follows the Web-based Grid services approach, since it describes the evolution of Web sites into Grid services environments based on WRSF. [22] presents a high level OGSI-compliant hierarchical Information Service built on Globus Toolkit MDS-3. Following the OGSA standard, it integrates with local information suppliers that are implemented as OGSI-compliant Grid services, such as local resource management systems, job Grid service, job queuing Grid service, etc., and supports information collection, update and accessing on a Grid Virtual Organization that consists of multiple administrative domains and resources.

Figure 3. Web-Based Grid Service

The proposed information model includes job status, computational resources, local resource workload, service metadata, and queue status. This information is further classified into two categories, the static information and the dynamic information.

The stateless nature of Web services, which is a limitation and creates a need for integration, can be addressed by having a separate Grid class that is inherited by the Web class. It will have all the functionalities of a typical Web service and also have some additional functionalities, such as service state, service interfaces, service structure, etc.

[23] presents the evolution of Web-services compliant TACWeb, which is a web-based Grid portal built on top of the Globus Toolkit. It is an interactive environment that deals with complex user requests, regarding the acquisition of biomedical data and the processing and delivering of biomedical images, using the power and security of Grids. The basic capabilities are encapsulated and exposed as Web Services, allowing the development of new health applications as compositions of such services. The use of Grid portal technology is proposed for the development of user-centred applications, such as an Electronic Patient Record system to support the management of biomedical images.
5.3 Grid-based Web versus Web-based Grid

There is a lot of on-going work exploring solutions for successful resource discovery in Grid infrastructures. At the meeting of the Global Grid Forum (GGF) held in March 2004, a proposal for an evolution of OGSI based on a set of new Web Services specifications - WS-Resource Framework (WS-RF) and WS-Notification (WS-N) - was presented [7]. It supports the extension of Grid services from Web services, which is the Web-based Grid services approach using the inheritance technique of integration. Today most of the ongoing work involves using the WS-RF for the extension and integration of Grid services into Web services.

Employing the Grid-based Web service approach for Grid-Web integration would be more complicated to implement (this implementation has to take place in a purely Grid environment), as the extension of dedicated functions defined for the Grid services class into the Web services class can be a task of high complexity. On the other hand, adoption of the Web-based Grid approach in a purely Grid environment may be more effective because in this way we have the entire Web service class packaged and integrated into the Grid service class and each Grid service object, thus instantiated, would have all the capabilities of a Web service and some additional specialized capabilities of its own.

5.4 SOAP-RD: An Integration Example

An example of integrating Grid services and Web services is discussed here, in which the SOAP Web service technology is fused with an instance of the Grid Resource Discovery (RD) service.

The standard Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) was developed to enable the transmission and reception of messages [25] for accessing distributed resources or objects. The Grid-specific Resource Discovery (RD) service, which is one of the most important operations/services on Grids, is used not only to access but also to track, match, select and request [1] the geographically distributed resources or objects. This Grid RD service is a set of many sub-services or instances, and one of its instances can be glued to the SOAP Web service for the simplification of the larger resource discovery problem.

Following the first approach of Grid-based Web service, it would be essential to rewrite the original SOAP class so that it extends (inherits) the functionalities of the Grid RD service class since, being merely a Web service, SOAP has limited functionalities. It would be just like re-engineering the entire protocol, which is an error prone and complicated process.

Whereas, following the second approach of Web-based Grid service, it is not needed to modify or rewrite the original SOAP class (re-engineering is not required), rather this class needs to be simply extended or inherited by a Grid-specific/scripted RD service class performing the basic SOAP operations and possessing extra capabilities that are Grid-specialized (such as service state, etc.). This solution supports effectively support the operation of resource discovery in Grid environments or Partially-Gridified Web. Furthermore, it is relatively simple and less prone to errors.

Therefore, instead of re-creating (re-scripting) the existing Web services to include new Grid functionalities, it is advisable to develop new Grid services and include (encapsulate) in them the existing Web service functionalities.

A further reason why it is beneficial to use the existing web infrastructure and web services technologies as the standard platform for the deployment of Grid infrastructure is that is beneficial since the Web Services have presently reached to a state of high standardization state, whereas Grid technology, being a relatively newly emerged discipline, has no infrastructural standards and benchmarks established yet. Thus it seems that it is by and large easier to use the existing standardized paradigm of Web Services which is widely established and with a long history of successfully implementations.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The designing and deployment of a Grid infrastructure is the subject of a relatively new area, which has not yet has not reached at such the maturity stage of effective standardization. Many of the problems associated with the implementation of Grids could be resolved if the Web is used as the underlying (“backbone”) infrastructure for the development of Grids, thus resulting in the formation of a Grid-enabled or a Partially-Gridified-Web.

In this paper, we argue that Grids should be developed using the underlying Web infrastructure and Grid services could be integrated with Web services using inheritance or encapsulation techniques to produce Grid-based Web services.

The paper presented Grid services as one type of Grid resources, explored possible ways to integrate Grid services and Web services, and discussed how this will support Grid resource discovery. The two approaches, namely the Grid-based Web service approach and the Web-based Grid service approach, are examined critically, and suggestions are made as to their suitability for implementation in their respective environments. On a partially-Gridified Web, the use the Web-based Grid services approach seems to be more directly applicable and more appropriate for the integration of Grid services and Web services and for addressing the issue of resource discovery.
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